
Synopsis 
Kamila is a neuroscientist, autism researcher and co-founder and CEO of Frontiers, a leading open- 
access academic publisher and social network for researchers. She is on a mission to make research 
freely available for the benefit of humanity, popularize science and the people behind the discoveries 
to help create aspirational role models for the younger generations. 

Frontiers is a community-rooted gold open-access publisher that has attracted over 160,000 active 
leading researchers as authors and editors. Based on scalable in-house technology, Frontiers was  
the first to take scholarly publishing entirely online, made peer-review efficient and transparent, 
provide impact metrics for papers and researchers, and merge open-access publishing with a 
research network platform to catalyze research dissemination and popularizes research to the public, 
including kids. Frontiers is today the 4th largest open-access publisher, has received the industry- 
leading ALPSP Award For Innovation In Publishing, and formed an alliance with the world’s most 
prestigious science journal publisher, Nature Publishing Group, to advance the global Open Science 
movement. 

Kamila is also the director of a neuroscience team that studies autism at the Swiss Federal Institute of 
Technology Lausanne (EPFL). She co-developed the “Intense World Theory of Autism” which proposes 
that autism is the result of a “super”-brain that perceives, absorbs and feels too causing autistic people 
to withdraw from an overly intense world. This theory fundamentally challenges the established 
dogmas in autism research and has been featured in popular science magazines and TV 
documentaries, most recently in a documentary by Academy Award winning film-maker Roger Ross 
Williams in his current project Life, Animated about the exceptional life of an autistic boy. 

Kamila obtained an MSc in Psychology, summa cum laude, from the Technical University Berlin in 
2003, completed her masters-thesis at the Max-Planck Institute for Brain Research in Frankfurt and 
obtained an award-winning PhD degree in Neuroscience at the EPFL in 2006. She frequently speaks at 
universities and conferences on topics related to autism, Open Science and the future of scholarly 
publishing, including the National Academy of Sciences, Science Foo Camp and the Euroscience Open 
Forum. 

In 2004, Kamila married her soul mate Henry Markram, renowned neuroscientist and director of the 
Human Brain Project, Europe’s 1 billion Euro flagship project to simulate the human brain on super- 
computers. They are part of a patchwork family of 5 kids: 2 recent, Olivia (3) and Charlotte (1), and 3 
from Henry’s first marriage, Linoy (25), Kali (23) and Kai (19). 

Personal Data 
Born Kamila Senderek on Dec. 23rd, 1975, in Wroclaw, Poland 
Fluent in German, English, Spanish and Polish. Basic in French and Portuguese. 
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Positions 
 

 

In 2007, Kamila and her husband, Henry Markram, both neuroscientists, founded Frontiers, an 
academic publishing and networking company, in order to democratize scholarly publishing, take it 
online and provide better and innovative solutions on how science is reviewed, published, evaluated, 
communicated and disseminated to both academics as well as the general public. 

Today, Frontiers counts more than 160,000 leading researchers as users, including 50,000 world- 
renowned scientists, clinicians and scholars serving on the Frontiers editorial board, making it the 
largest in the world. Since 2008, Frontiers has published over 25,000 peer-reviewed articles across 
over 48 academic journals covering more than 400 specialty niches across science, medicine and 
technology and is rapidly expanding its reach across all of academia, including the humanities. 
Frontiers articles have received over 50 million views and downloads and are regularly featured in 
leading newspapers, radio and TV programs, such as the BBC, TIME, New York Times etc. 

Under Kamila’s leadership as CEO and also the conceptual architect behind the scalable IT, Frontiers 
became self-sustainable in a record of just 4 years and 5’000 published articles (the largest open- 
access publisher, PLoS, needed 10 years and 22’500 articles), and became the 4th-largest open-access 
scholarly publisher in 2013 (out of 3’000 open-access publishers). Several of Frontiers’ journals already 
take the #1 position amongst many long-standing and well-established scholary journals: for example, 
Frontiers publishes the world’s largest journal in Psychology and the largest open-access journals in 
Physiology, Plant Science, Immunology and has several journals competing to become the highest 
volume publishing journals in their respective categories. The Frontiers team grew from ~10 in 2012 to 
over 140 by September 2014, across Lausanne (HQ), Madrid and London and soon Silicon Valley. 

In 2013 the Holzbrinck Group, owner of Macmillan Science and Education and Nature Publishing Group 
(NPG), the publisher of the world’s most prestigious science journals, made a substantial investment into 
Frontiers, which not only spurred cooperations with the various Holtzbrinck companies and a strategic 
alliance with NPG, but also validated Frontiers high-quality and fast rising open-access platform and 
business, and catalyzed the subsequent expansion of journals across the entire academic tree.  

Frontiers was the top Gold winner of the industry-leading prestigious ALPSP Award for Innovation in 
Publishing in 2014. Frontiers in Young Minds, a scientific journal for children that translates 
cutting-edge research into kids articles and involves kids in the review process, was featured as a 
“Great Website for Kids” by the American Library Association. 

 
Frontiers in the press, a selection: 

I owe my business to my frustration as a scientists (2014) 
http://blogs.nature.com/ofschemesandmemes/2014/06/23/i-owe-my-business-to-my-frustration-as-a- 
scientist-frontiers-co-founder-kamila-markram 

Academic publishing: Free-for-all (2013) 
http://www.economist.com/news/science-and-technology/21577035-open-access-scientific- 
publishing-gaining-ground-free-all 

How Interactive Peer Review Works (2013) 
http://sciencecareers.sciencemag.org/career_magazine/previous_issues/articles/2013_04_09/caredit. 
a1300068 

Rethinking Peer Review in Academic Publishing: An Interview with Frontiers (2013) 
http://chronicle.com/blogs/profhacker/rethinking-peer-review-in-academic-publishing-an- 
interview-with-frontiers/45291 

Changing Nature (2013) 
http://www.economist.com/blogs/babbage/2013/02/scientific-publishing 
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Kamila leads a neuroscience team that studies autism in several rodent models using a spectrum of 
approaches at the genetic, molecular, cellular, synaptic, circuit, systems and behavioral level. She is the 
author of the scientifically and publically acclaimed Intense World Theory of Autism which proposes  
that autism is caused by a hyper-functional brain that processes and stores too much information 
and that many symptoms of autism may be secondary to exaggerated fear memories and an overly 
intensely perceived world. The theory challenges current dogmas in  autism research and has 
triggered a heated debate in the research community, received attention in the press, and lots of 
support by autistic people and their parents. 

Intense World in the press, a selection: 
The boy whose brain could unlock autism. Matter (2013) 
https://medium.com/matter/70c3d64ff221 

Do supercharged brains give rise to autism? New Scientist (Issue 2674, 19 Sep. 2008) 
http://www.newscientist.com/article/mg19926741.700-do-supercharged-brains-give-rise-to- 
autism.html 

Inside an autistic brain. RTS - Swiss TV emission, minute 17:30 onwards: 
http://www.rts.ch/emissions/36-9/2467700-au-coeur-du-cerveau-autiste.html 

Education 
2006 – 2007 Post-doctorate, Swiss Federal Institute of Technology (EPFL), Lausanne, Switzerland 

Laboratory of Neural Ensemble Physiology, Prof. Dr. Miguel Nicolelis 
Studied autism in awake behaving rats using multi-electrode recordings in the 
amygdala, an emotion center of the brain. 

2003 – 2006 PhD in Neuroscience and Developmental Neurobiology, EPFL, Lausanne, 
Switzerland 
Laboratory of Behavioural Genetics, Prof. Dr. Carmen Sandi 
Received: Brain & Mind Award for Outstanding Progress in a PhD 
Studied mechanisms of emotional learning and memory in the amygdala at the 
synaptic and behavioural level. Discovered that fear memories are amplified in the 
VPA rat model of autism, laying the foundation for the Intense World Theory of Autism. 

2001 – 2002 Diploma Thesis, Max-Planck-Institute for Brain Research, Frankfurt, Germany 

Department of Neurophysiology, Prof. Dr. Wolf Singer, Dr. Sergio Neuenschwander, 
Prof. Dr. Klaus Eyferth (TUB) 

Grade: excellent (1) 
Studied oscillation and synchronization patterns in the cat visual cortex in vivo using 
multi-electrode recordings. 

2000 - 2001  Student Research Assistant at the Department of Biological Psychology 
and Psychophysiology at the Humboldt-University at Berlin, Germany 
Prof. Dr. Werner Sommer and Dr. Jörg Sangals 
Assisted in performing and analyzing EEG-experiments in human subjects studying 
attention and memory. 

1999 - 2000 ERASMUS student at Complutense de Madrid (UCM), Spain 

Assisted in performing and analyzing behavioural and neuroanatomical experiments 
on the effects of alcohol on learning and memory in rats, leading to two publications. 
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1998 – 2003 Diploma/Master in Psychology, Technische Universität Berlin (TUB), Germany 

Grade: excellent (1) 

1996 – 1998 Studied Philosophy at Freie Universität Berlin (FUB),Germany 

1995 – 1996 Gap year in Mexico City, studying and doing voluntary work 

1995 Abitur, Gymnasium Lünen-Altlünen, Lünen, Germany 

1992 – 1993 Exchange program with intercultural organisation (AFS) 

Lived for 1 year with a Mexican family in Oaxaca, Mexico, attended secondary school: 
URSE of Oaxaca. 

Stipends, Fellowships and Awards 

2014  Frontiers received the top “Gold” ALPSP Award for Innovation in Publishing, an industry- 
leading award that recognizes the best innovators in scholarly publishing 

2014 “Frontiers for Young Minds”, the free scientific journal for kids, edited by kids, is 
featured as a “Great Website for Kids” by the American Library Association 

2007 Travel Award for the Genes, Brain and Behaviour Conference of the International Behavioural 
and Neural Genetics Society Annual Meeting, Doorwerth, The Netherlands 

2006  Alliance Award for the patent Methods for Treating and/or Preventing Pervasive Developmental 
Disorders in a Subject, EPFL, Switzerland 

2005  Stipend Award for the Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory summer course Neurobiology of 
Learning, Cold Spring Harbour, USA 

2004 Stipend Award for the RIKEN summer school Learning and Memory, Wako-Shi, Japan 

2004 Brain & Mind Award for Outstanding Progress in a PhD, EPFL 

2001 Stipend Award for the FENS Winter School on the “Structure and formation of neuronal 
representations”, Kitzbuehel, Austria 

1999 Stipend Award for ERASMUS university exchange program to Madrid, Spain 
(selected amongst hundreds of applicants) 

1992  Stipend Award for Associated Field Service (AFS) school exchange program to Oaxaca, Mexico 
(selected amongst hundreds of applicants) 

Selected Conferences 
2014 SCIENCE FOO CAMP, GOOGLE (Mountain View, USA) 

”Big” Publishing: how open science and open data transform the scholarly publishing industry 

2014 EUROPEAN SCIENCE OPEN FORUM (Copenhagen, Denmark) 

I owe my business to my frustration as a scientist 
https://esof2014.pathable.com/#meetings/174669 

2014 OPENAIRE (Athens, Greece) 
Open Science: The Future of Scholarly Publishing 
https://www.coar-repositories.org/community/events/annual-meeting-2014/program/ 
http://www.slideshare.net/OpenAIRE_eu/frontiers-at-open-aire-140522km-35790455 
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2014 NATIONAL ACADEMY OF SCIENCE JOURNAL SUMMIT (Washington DC, USA) 
Transparent Peer-Review 

 
2013 EPFL OPEN ACCESS CONFERENCE (Lausanne, Switzerland) 

Open Science in the 21st Century 
http://video.epfl.ch/2192/1/10 

2013 OPEN KNOWLEDGE CONFERENCE (Geneva, Switzerland) 
Open Technology and Research 
https://vimeo.com/79932550 

2013 CONFERENCE ON OPEN ACCESS SCHOLARLY PUBLISHING (Riga, Latvia) 

Frontiers: Community-Rooted Scholarly Publishing 
http://oaspa.org/conference/presentations-coasp-2013/ 

2013 SPOTON LONDON 
Open, Portable, Decoupled? How should peer review change? 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hoWKJD0FuhQ 

Motivations for data sharing 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_BOiimfXpx8 

 

2012 SPOTON LONDON 

Keynote: Publishing Science in the Internet Age 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jcISOMszEcQ 

 

Patents 
Methods for treating and/or preventing Pervasive Developmental Disorders in a Subject  
By Henry Markram, Tania Rinaldi, Karina Kulungara, Brandi Mattson, Maria Toledo Rodriguez and 
Kamila Markram (2005). 

 

Publications 
12 peer-reviewed scientific publications, 500 citations, >100’000 views and downloads 

1. Favre MR, La Mendola, DMarkram H; Markram, K (2014). Predictable enriched environments 
reduce hyper-emotionality in the VPA rat model of autism. In preparation. 

2. Favre MR, Rinaldi Barkat T, LaMendola D, Khazen G, Markram H, Markram K (2013). General 
developmental health in the VPA rat model of autism. Frontiers in Behavioral Neuroscience. Doi: 
10.3389/fnbeh.2013.00088. 
http://journal.frontiersin.org/Journal/10.3389/fnbeh.2013.00088/abstract 
1’300 views & downloads 

3. Delattre V, LaMendola D, Meystre J, Markram H, Markram K (2013). Nlgn4 knockout induces 
network hypo-excitability in juvenile mouse somatosensory cortex in vitro. Scientific 
Reports. 
http://www.nature.com/srep/2013/131009/srep02897/full/srep02897.html 
500 views & downloads 

4. MMarkram K, Markram H (2010). The Intense World Theory – A Unifying Theory of the 
Neurobiology of Autism. Frontiers in Human Neuroscience. Doi: 10.3389/fnhum.2010.00224 
http://journal.frontiersin.org/Journal/10.3389/fnhum.2010.00224/abstract 
65’000 views & downloads 
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5. Testa-Silva G, LeBe JV, Riachi I, Rinaldi T, Markram K, Markram H (2009). Enhanced long- 
term microcircuit plasticity in the valproic acid animal model of autism. Frontiers in 
Synaptic Neuroscience. Doi:10.3389/neuro.19.001.2009 

http://journal.frontiersin.org/Journal/10.3389/neuro.19.001.2009/abstract 
3,500 views & downloads 

6. Conboy, L, Bisaz, R, Markram K, Sandi, C (2008). The Role of NCAM in Learning and Emotion. 
Neurochemical Research. DOI: 10.1007/s11064-008-9601-4. 

7. Markram H, Rinaldi T, Markram K (2007). The Intense World Syndrome – an alternative 
hypothesis for autism. Frontiers in Neuroscience, 1(1): 77-96. 

http://journal.frontiersin.org/Journal/10.3389/neuro.01.1.1.006.2007/abstract 
8’000 views & downloads 

8. MMarkram K, Rinaldi T, La Mendola D, Sandi C, Markram H (2007). Abnormal fear conditioning and 
amygdala processing in an animal model of autism. Neuropsychopharmacology. doi: 10.1038/ 
sj.npp.1301453. 
http://www.nature.com/npp/journal/v33/n4/full/1301453a.html 

9. MMarkram K, Lopez-Fernandez MA, Abrous DN, Sandi C. (2007). Amygdala upregulation  of 
NCAM polysialylation induced by auditory fear conditioning is not required for memory 
formation, but plays a role in fear extinction. Neurobiology of Learning and Memory. 87(4): 573- 
82. 
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1074742706001638 

10. MMarkram K, Gerardy-Schahn R, Sandi C (2007). Selective learning and memory impairments 
in mice deficient for polysialylated NCAM in adulthood. Neuroscience, 144 (3): 788-96. 
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0306452206013704 

11. Garcia-Moreno LM, Capilla A, Garcia-Sanchez O, Luque J, Senderek K, Conejo NM and Arias JL. 
(2004). Alcohol tolerance in rats submitted to different periods of chronic an acute 
ethanol intake. Psicothema, 16: 211-216. 
http://www.psicothema.com/psicothema.asp?id=1184 

12. Garcia-Moreno LM, Conejo NM, Capilla, A, Garcia-Sanchez O, Senderek K and Arias JL (2002). 
Chronic alcohol intake and object recognition in young and adult rats. Progress in Neuro- 
Psychopharmacology & Biological Psychiatry, 26: 831-837. 
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/12369254 

 
Other publications: 

1. Markram H, Markram K (2011). Frontiers Research: Seek, Share & Create in Common 
Knowledge; the challenge of transdisciplinarity. p 145-162. EPFL Press 
http://books.google.ch/books?hl=en&lr=&id=Mt6kOq 
cVNoC&oi=fnd&pg=PA145&dq=info:4q94FNPpRSQJ:scholar.google.com&ots=0OP7jfnbNX&sig=_ 
gL1dS0fkr8qPlqE-Nd2AByIm_U&redir_esc=y#v=onepage&q&f=false 

2. MMarkram K (2006). The role of the amygdala in emotional memories: a multidisciplinary 
approach PhD Thesis. Ecole Polytechnique de Lausanne (EPFL). DOI: 10.5075/epfl-thesis- 
3621 
http://www.frontiersin.org/profile/publications/22629126 

3. MMarkram K (2002). Response Coordination: Does It Depend on Ongoing Neural Interactions? 
Masters Thesis. Max-Planck Institute for Brain Research, Technical University of Berlin 
http://www.frontiersin.org/profile/publications/22629127 
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masterpieces and music, according to brain scans published in Frontiers in Human Neuroscience. 

New Scientist: Learning drugs reawaken grown-up brain's inner child ........................... 46
A drug that could enable adults to acquire perfect pitch has been discovered, according to research published in 
Frontiers in Systems Neuroscience. 

Wired: Otogenetics used to stop rats binge drinking .................................................................. 47
Scientists have used a revolutionary technique that controls neurons using light to cure alcohol addiction in 
rats, shows researh published in Frontiers in Neuroscience. 

Huffington Post: Aerobic Exercise can improve your memory and slow aging ........... 48
Older adults can improve their memory and overall cognitive health by regularly exercising, according to a study 
published in Frontiers in Aging Neuroscience. 

NBC: Wolves can also be man's best friend .................................................................................... 49
Wolves had a pre-exiting capacity to learn from social partners and may help to explain how humans 
domesticated dogs from an extinct population of gray wolves some 18,000 years ago. 

New York Times: High Above Sea Level, Evolutionary Hot Spots ..................................... 50
The Paramos are the fastest evolving place on the planet, finds research published in the journal Frontiers in 
Genetics. 

CBS: Blazing New Record: Stongest UV rays ever measured on Earth ........................ 39
The highest levels of ultraviolent radiation ever recorded on Earth is reported in a study by NASA scientists 
published in Frontiers in Environmental Science. 

Washington Post: How humans learned how to talk .................................................................. 40
How did we begin to talk? Professors from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology propose a theory, published 
in the journal Frontiers in Psychology, based on bird song. 
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Matter: The boy whose brain could unlock autism ↗ 
12 Dec 2013 

The Intense World Theory of Autism

6

https://medium.com/matter-archive/the-boy-whose-brain-could-unlock-autism-70c3d64ff221
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Die Zeit: Im Namen des Vaters, des Sohnes und des menschlichen Gehirns 
August/Septemeber 2014

9

http://www.zeit.de/zeit-wissen/2014/05/hirnforschung-autismus-henry-markram-neurowissenschaften
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Matter: My own intense world ↗ 
2 January 2014 

13

https://medium.com/@readmatter/my-own-intense-world-d0ef22d74496


Simon Foundation Autism Research Initiative: Intense world theory raises 
intense worries 
21 January 2014 

14

http://sfari.org/news-and-opinion/viewpoint/2014/intense-world-theory-raises-intense-worries


Wrong Planet: Interview: Henry and Kamila Markram about the Intense World 
Theory for Autism ↗ 

6 January 2012 

15

http://www.wrongplanet.net/article419.html
http://www.wrongplanet.net/article419.html


Daily Beast: A Radical New Autism Theory ↗ 
11 May 2011 
 
 
 

  

16

http://www.thedailybeast.com/articles/2009/05/11/a-radical-new-autism-theory.html


RTS: Au coeur du cerveau autiste (Inside an autist's brain) ↗ 
15 September 2010 
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http://www.rts.ch/video/emissions/36-9/2470221-au-coeur-du-cerveau-autiste.html
http://www.rts.ch/video/emissions/36-9/2470221-au-coeur-du-cerveau-autiste.html
http://www.rts.ch/video/emissions/36-9/2470221-au-coeur-du-cerveau-autiste.html


New Scientist: Do supercharged brains give rise to autism? ↗ 
19 September 2008 
 
 
 

  

18

http://www.newscientist.com/article/mg19926741.700-do-supercharged-brains-give-rise-to-autism.html


Open-access publisher Frontiers in the news 

Bookseller: Frontiers is major winner at ALPSP innovation awards ↗ 
12 September 2014 

19

http://www.thebookseller.com/news/frontiers-major-winner-alpsp-innovation-awards.html


ALPSP: ALPSP Awards spotlight on... Frontiers, a community-run open-access 

publisher and research network ↗ 

11 September 2014 

 
 

  

20

http://blog.alpsp.org/2014/09/alpsp-awards-spotlight-on-frontiers.html
http://blog.alpsp.org/2014/09/alpsp-awards-spotlight-on-frontiers.html


ALPSP: ALPSP Awards 2014 - Winners announced ↗ 
11 September 2014 
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http://www.alpsp.org/Ebusiness/AboutAlpsp/ALPSPAwards.aspx


Research Information: OA interviews: Kamila Markram, Frontiers ↗ 

August/September 2014 
 

 
  

22

http://www.researchinformation.info/features/feature.php?feature_id=470


Nature: I owe my business to my frustration as a Scientist - Frontiers Co-
Founder Kamila Markram ↗ 
23 June 2014 
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http://blogs.nature.com/ofschemesandmemes/2014/06/23/i-owe-my-business-to-my-frustration-as-a-scientist-frontiers-co-founder-kamila-markram
http://blogs.nature.com/ofschemesandmemes/2014/06/23/i-owe-my-business-to-my-frustration-as-a-scientist-frontiers-co-founder-kamila-markram


ALA: ALSC recommends more Great Websites for Kids ↗ 
17 June 2014 
 
 

 
 

  
24

http://www.ala.org/news/press-releases/2014/06/alsc-recommends-more-great-websites-kids


Research Information: Algorithms help assign reviewers more quickly ↗ 
February/March 2014 
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http://www.researchinformation.info/features/feature.php?feature_id=452


Bilan: A l’EPFL, le Facebook des savants recrute à tout va (At EPFL, the scholars' 
Facebook hires big time) ↗ 
8 October 2013 
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http://www.bilan.ch/techno-les-plus-de-la-redaction/lepfl-le-facebook-des-savants-recrute-tout-va
http://www.bilan.ch/techno-les-plus-de-la-redaction/lepfl-le-facebook-des-savants-recrute-tout-va
http://www.bilan.ch/techno-les-plus-de-la-redaction/lepfl-le-facebook-des-savants-recrute-tout-va
http://www.bilan.ch/techno-les-plus-de-la-redaction/lepfl-le-facebook-des-savants-recrute-tout-va


Research Information: Mining for insight ↗ 
August/September 2013 
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http://www.researchinformation.info/features/feature.php?feature_id=429


20 Minutes: On devrait cloner Lencsi pour tous les bureau (We should clone 
Lensci to have one in every office) ↗ 
2 August 2013 
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http://www.20min.ch/ro/news/vaud/story/-On-devrait-cloner-Lencsi-pour-tous-les-bureaux--15647174
http://www.20min.ch/ro/news/vaud/story/-On-devrait-cloner-Lencsi-pour-tous-les-bureaux--15647174
http://www.20min.ch/ro/news/vaud/story/-On-devrait-cloner-Lencsi-pour-tous-les-bureaux--15647174
http://www.20min.ch/ro/news/vaud/story/-On-devrait-cloner-Lencsi-pour-tous-les-bureaux--15647174
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RTS: Les revues scientifiques sont peu connues du grand public mais brassent 
des milliards (Scientific publications aren't well known to the laymen but 
generate billions) ↗ 
29 June 2013 
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http://www.rts.ch/video/info/journal-19h30/5034159-les-revues-scientifiques-sont-peu-connues-du-grand-public-mais-brassent-des-milliards.html
http://www.rts.ch/video/info/journal-19h30/5034159-les-revues-scientifiques-sont-peu-connues-du-grand-public-mais-brassent-des-milliards.html
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http://www.rts.ch/video/info/journal-19h30/5034159-les-revues-scientifiques-sont-peu-connues-du-grand-public-mais-brassent-des-milliards.html
http://www.rts.ch/video/info/journal-19h30/5034159-les-revues-scientifiques-sont-peu-connues-du-grand-public-mais-brassent-des-milliards.html


The Economist: Free-for-all: Open-access scientific publishing is gaining ground ↗  
2 May 2013 
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http://www.economist.com/news/science-and-technology/21577035-open-access-scientific-publishing-gaining-ground-free-all
http://www.economist.com/news/science-and-technology/21577035-open-access-scientific-publishing-gaining-ground-free-all
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Arts Technica: Open access science news is mostly good, with a bit of ugly ↗ 
24 April 2013 
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http://arstechnica.com/science/2013/04/open-access-science-news-is-mostly-good-with-a-bit-of-ugly/


Science: Interactive Peer Review: What’s In It for Reviewers? ↗ 
17 April 2013 
 
 

  

34

http://sciencecareers.sciencemag.org/career_magazine/previous_issues/articles/2013_04_17/caredit.a1300077


Science: Interactive Peer Review: Advantages for Authors ↗ 
10 April 2013 
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http://sciencecareers.sciencemag.org/career_magazine/previous_issues/articles/2013_04_10/caredit.a1300069


Science: How Interactive Peer Review Works ↗ 
9 April 2013 
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http://sciencecareers.sciencemag.org/career_magazine/previous_issues/articles/2013_04_09/caredit.a1300068


The Economist: Changing Nature ↗ 
27 February 2013 
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http://www.economist.com/blogs/babbage/2013/02/scientific-publishing


Nature: Nature Publishing Group buys into open-access publisher ↗ 
27 February 2013 
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http://blogs.nature.com/news/2013/02/nature-publishing-group-buys-into-open-access-publisher.html
http://blogs.nature.com/news/2013/02/nature-publishing-group-buys-into-open-access-publisher.html
http://blogs.nature.com/news/2013/02/nature-publishing-group-buys-into-open-access-publisher.html


Research Information: NPG invests in Swiss OA publisher ↗ 
27 February 2013 
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http://www.researchinformation.info/news/news_story.php?news_id=1142


Bilan: Les publications suisses Frontiers vont connaître une grande expansion 
(The Swiss publisher Frontiers' publications will experience a fast expansion) ↗ 
27 February 2013 
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http://www.bilan.ch/entreprises-les-plus-de-la-redaction/les-publications-suisses-frontiers-vont-connaitre-une-grande
http://www.bilan.ch/entreprises-les-plus-de-la-redaction/les-publications-suisses-frontiers-vont-connaitre-une-grande
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http://www.bilan.ch/entreprises-les-plus-de-la-redaction/les-publications-suisses-frontiers-vont-connaitre-une-grande


The Chronicle of Higher Education: Rethinking Peer Review in Academic 
Publishing: An Interview with Frontiers ↗ 
11 January 2013 
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http://chronicle.com/blogs/profhacker/rethinking-peer-review-in-academic-publishing-an-interview-with-frontiers/45291
http://chronicle.com/blogs/profhacker/rethinking-peer-review-in-academic-publishing-an-interview-with-frontiers/45291


Media coverage of Frontiers research 
 

BBC: Study creates ‘time travel’ illusion ↗ 
22 August 2014 

Frontiers in Psychology: A method for generating an illusion of backwards time travel using immersive 
virtual reality—an exploratory study ↗ 

 
  

42

http://www.bbc.com/news/science-environment-28852538
http://journal.frontiersin.org/Journal/10.3389/fpsyg.2014.00943/full
http://journal.frontiersin.org/Journal/10.3389/fpsyg.2014.00943/full


CBS: Blazing New Record: Stongest UV rays ever measured on Earth ↗ 
8 July 2014 

Frontiers in Environmental Science: Record solar UV irradiance in the tropical Andes ↗ 
  

43

http://www.cbsnews.com/news/blazing-world-record-strongest-uv-rays-measured-in-south-america/


Washington Post: How humans learned how to talk: By listening to birds ↗ 
13 June 2014  

Frontiers in Psychology: The integration hypothesis of human language evolution and the nature of 
contemporary languages ↗ 
 

  

44

http://www.washingtonpost.com/news/morning-mix/wp/2014/06/13/how-humans-learned-how-to-talk-by-listening-to-the-birds/
http://journal.frontiersin.org/Journal/10.3389/fpsyg.2014.00564/full
http://journal.frontiersin.org/Journal/10.3389/fpsyg.2014.00564/full


New York Times: Can Exercise Reduce Alzheimer’s Risk? ↗ 
2 July 2014 

Frontiers in Aging Neuroscience: Physical activity reduces hippocampal atrophy in elders at genetic 
risk for Alzheimer's disease ↗ 
  

45

http://well.blogs.nytimes.com/2014/07/02/can-exercise-reduce-alzheimers-risk/
http://journal.frontiersin.org/Journal/10.3389/fnagi.2014.00061/full
http://journal.frontiersin.org/Journal/10.3389/fnagi.2014.00061/full


Guardian: Man develops powerful love of Johnny Cash following deep brain 
stimulation ↗ 
27 May 2014 

Frontiers in Behavorial Neuroscience: A case of musical preference for Johnny Cash following deep 
brain stimulation of the nucleus accumbens ↗ 
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http://www.theguardian.com/music/2014/may/27/johnny-cash-deep-brain-stimulation-urge-listen
http://www.theguardian.com/music/2014/may/27/johnny-cash-deep-brain-stimulation-urge-listen
http://journal.frontiersin.org/Journal/10.3389/fnbeh.2014.00152/full
http://journal.frontiersin.org/Journal/10.3389/fnbeh.2014.00152/full


The New York Times: How a Lizard Gets Rid of a Suitor ↗ 
3 March 2014 

Frontiers in Ecology and Evolution: Female ornamentation influences male courtship investment in a 
lizard ↗ 
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http://www.nytimes.com/2014/03/04/science/how-a-lizard-gets-rid-of-a-suitor.html?_r=0
http://journal.frontiersin.org/Journal/10.3389/fevo.2014.00002/full
http://journal.frontiersin.org/Journal/10.3389/fevo.2014.00002/full
http://journal.frontiersin.org/Journal/10.3389/fevo.2014.00002/full


BBC: Virtual arm eases phantom limb pain ↗ 
26 February 2014 

Frontiers in Neuroscience: Treatment of phantom limb pain (PLP) based on augmented reality and 
gaming controlled by myoelectric pattern recognition: a case study of a chronic PLP patient ↗ 
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http://www.bbc.com/news/health-26327457
http://journal.frontiersin.org/Journal/10.3389/fnins.2014.00024/full
http://journal.frontiersin.org/Journal/10.3389/fnins.2014.00024/full
http://journal.frontiersin.org/Journal/10.3389/fnins.2014.00024/full
http://journal.frontiersin.org/Journal/10.3389/fnins.2014.00024/full


BBC: Mathematics: Why the brain sees maths as beauty ↗ 
13 February 2014 

Frontiers in Human Neuroscience: The experience of mathematical beauty and its neural correlates ↗ 
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http://www.bbc.com/news/science-environment-26151062
http://journal.frontiersin.org/Journal/10.3389/fnhum.2014.00068/full


New Scientist: Learning drugs reawaken grown-up brain's inner child ↗ 
8 January 2014 

Frontiers in Systems Neuroscience: Valproate reopens critical-period learning of absolute pitch ↗ 
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http://www.newscientist.com/article/dn24831-learning-drugs-reawaken-grownup-brains-inner-child.html
http://www.newscientist.com/article/dn24831-learning-drugs-reawaken-grownup-brains-inner-child.html
http://www.newscientist.com/article/dn24831-learning-drugs-reawaken-grownup-brains-inner-child.html
http://journal.frontiersin.org/Journal/10.3389/fnsys.2013.00102/full
http://journal.frontiersin.org/Journal/10.3389/fnsys.2013.00102/full
http://journal.frontiersin.org/Journal/10.3389/fnsys.2013.00102/full


Wired: Otogenetics used to stop rats binge drinking ↗ 
6 January 2014 

Frontiers in Behavorial Neuroscience: Optogenetic stimulation of VTA dopamine neurons reveals that 
tonic but not phasic patterns of dopamine transmission reduce ethanol self-administration ↗ 
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http://www.wired.co.uk/news/archive/2014-01/06/alcoholism-cure-rats
http://journal.frontiersin.org/Journal/10.3389/fnbeh.2013.00173/full
http://journal.frontiersin.org/Journal/10.3389/fnbeh.2013.00173/full


Huffington Post: Aerobic Exercise can improve your memory and slow aging ↗ 
11 December 2013 
Frontiers in Aging Neuroscience: Shorter term aerobic exercise improves brain, cognition, and 
cardiovascular fitness in aging ↗ 
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http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2013/11/12/aerobic-exercise-aging_n_4259995.html
http://journal.frontiersin.org/Journal/10.3389/fnagi.2013.00075/full
http://journal.frontiersin.org/Journal/10.3389/fnagi.2013.00075/full


NBC: Wolves can also be man's best friend ↗ 
4 December 2013 

Frontiers in Psychology: Social learning from humans or conspecifics: differences and similarities 
between wolves and dogs ↗ 
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http://www.nbcnews.com/science/wolves-can-also-be-mans-best-friend-scientists-say-2D11690658
http://journal.frontiersin.org/Journal/10.3389/fpsyg.2013.00868/full
http://journal.frontiersin.org/Journal/10.3389/fpsyg.2013.00868/full


New York Times: High Above Sea Level, Evolutionary Hot Spots ↗ 
9 October 2013 

Frontiers in Genetics: Páramo is the world's fastest evolving and coolest biodiversity hotspot ↗ 
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http://www.nytimes.com/2013/11/12/science/high-above-sea-level-evolutionary-hot-spots.html?_r=
http://journal.frontiersin.org/Journal/10.3389/fgene.2013.00192/full
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